
Herne Bay Juniors: Gymnastics progression 

 Some children will not have made 

as much progress. They will be 

able to: 

Most children will be able to: Some children will have 

progressed further. They will be 

able to: 

Year 3: 

 

 

 

I can explore & repeat simple 

actions including clear links 

between  them 

 

I can work with a partner to 

choose 3 simple actions to 

construct a basic sequence 

 

I can suggest ways to improve 

my own performance 

 

I explain why we warm up and 

cool down and the benefits of 

gymnastics exercise on my body 

 

 

 

 

 

I can perform a given routine 

including start position, linking 

elements and a clear finish 

position with control, balance 

and coordination  

 

I apply compositional ideas to 

simple sequences (3-5 elements) 

alone and with a partner 

 

I suggest ways to improve the 

quality of my own and others’ 

performances 

 

I explain  what is happening to 

my body during gymnastic 

exercise 

 

 

I am beginning to demonstrate  a 

fluid style of movement with 

precision and control when 

landing and balancing 

 

I am beginning to perform more 

complex sequences with support 

 

I can describe ways to change 

and improve routines including 

making suggestions to modify 

the complexity  

 

I am beginning to demonstrate 

specific gymnastic aspects of 

warm-up and describe effects of 

gym exercise on the body 

Year 4: I am beginning to demonstrate  a 

fluid style of movement with 

precision and control when 

landing and balancing 

I can link ideas, skills & 

techniques with control, 

precision & fluency when 

performing basic skills eg jumps, 

I can perform & create short 

movement sequences with some 

complex skills & display accuracy 

& consistency (eg cartwheels, 



 

I am beginning to perform more 

complex sequences with support 

(6 elements eg balance, forward 

toll, jump, ½ turn, shoulder 

stand) 

 

I can describe ways to change 

and improve routines including 

making suggestions to modify 

the complexity 

  

I am beginning to demonstrate 

specific gymnastic aspects of 

warm-up and describe effects of 

gym exercise on the body 

rolls, balances. 

 

I understand composition by 

performing more complex 

sequences 

. 

I can describe how to refine, 

improve & modify performances 

including adding more complex 

movements. 

 

I can demonstrate specific 

aspects of warm-up and describe 

effects of exercise on the body. 

bridges, forward roll to stand 

etc) 

 

I can select and use a wide range 

of compositional skills in complex 

sequences alone & in groups.(6 

elements performed accurately 

with poise)  I demonstrate an 

ability to innovate.  

 

I can analyse skills & can suggest 

ways to improve quality of 

performance.  

 

I can lead my own warm-up & 

demonstrate all round safe 

practice. 

Year 5: I can perform & create short 

movement sequences with some 

complex skills (eg forward roll to 

stand/bridges/cartwheels) & 

display developing accuracy and 

consistency 

 

I can select and use a wide range 

I perform movement sequences, 

developing tension, and accuracy 

of control/stillness when 

mounting/landing to/from a 

height 

 

I can select and use a wide range 

of movements to demonstrate 

I perform & create longer 

movement sequences with style, 

poise and rhythm with guidance 

(at least 6 elements) 

 

I can choreograph short 

compositions alone and in groups, 

talking consideration of the best 



of compositional skills in complex 

sequences alone & in groups. I 

demonstrate an ability to 

innovate.  

 

I can analyse skills & can suggest 

ways to improve quality of 

performance.  

 

I can lead my own warm-up & 

demonstrate all round safe 

practice with guidance. 

my understanding of flow,  time, 

weight, space   

 

I am beginning to understand 

judging criteria and adapt 

accordingly  with guidance 

 

I can lead my own warm-up 

independently  & demonstrate all 

round safe practice. 

order to create flow.  

 

When evaluating, I show sound 

knowledge & understanding of 

how to perform and improve 

complex skills. 

 

I can choose warm up activities 

relating them to the lesson. 

Year 6: I perform & create longer 

movement sequences 

independently with style, poise 

and rhythm 

 

I can choreograph short 

compositions alone and in groups, 

talking consideration of the best 

order to create flow.  

 

When evaluating, I show sound 

knowledge & understanding of 

how to perform and improve 

I perform basic moves to a high 

degree of accuracy, balance and 

poise and begin to perform 

complex skills accurately (eg 

controlled cartwheels,  forward/ 

backward roll, handstands)  

 

I can choreograph short 

compositions of up to 8 moves 

alone and in groups with limited 

support 

  

When evaluating, I show sound 

I perform all  basic moves to a 

high level and at least 3 

advanced moves with good style 

(round-off, walkovers, one-

handed cartwheel, backward roll 

to straddle) 

 

I perform to a high level 

demonstrating originality in my 

choice of movements 

 

I demonstrate understanding of 

the judging criteria and how to 



complex skills. 

 

I can explain my choice of warm 

up activities relating them to 

the lesson. 

knowledge & understanding of 

how to perform and improve 

complex skills. 

I can identify components of 

fitness required for  the 

elements of gymnastics eg 

trampoline, floor,   

achieve an effective outcome. 

 

I choreograph short routines 

for others explaining my choice 

in relation to their ability / 

fitness level 

 


